DEATH OR EXTENDED ABSENCE OF PRINCIPAL BROKER

This is to advise the Tennessee Real Estate Commission, that

____________________________________, principal broker

Of___________________________________ File ID __________________

Is terminating affiliation with the above firm, effective__________________

The reason being: _____Deceased _____Resignation _____Termination

_____ Illness _____ Other (Unexplained absence, etc.)

The interim contact for the above firm will be ___________________________

The interim contact person will contact the Commission in 30 days to advise of the progress in replacing the principal broker.

The Escrow Account will be maintained by _____________________________

It is understood that the principal broker is to be replaced as soon as possible, and per Commission Policy Statement 210-CPS-002 “must be in place no later than the 61st day of any continued operation period granted by the Commission.

Conditions of operation without broker supervision, are subject to the determination of the Tennessee Real Estate Commission.

____________________________________  ____________________
Signature                                      Date